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has been articulated in a remarkably vague fashion. Matters have not been made clear by the 
president’s reduction (or elevation, depending on one’s vantage point) of terrorists to 
“evildoers,” otherwise unidentified, whose motivations are said to be simply satanic. Identifying 
terrorism itself as the enemy also blithely ignored the fact that terrorism is a lethal technique 
for intimidation employed by individuals, groups, and states. One does not wage a war against a 
technique or a tactic. No one, for instance, would have declared at the outset of World War II 
that the war was being fought against “blitzkrieg.”  
 

As a technique of warfare, terrorism is used by specific people generally for 
decipherable political purposes. Thus behind almost every terrorist act lurks a political problem. 
Terrorism purposely relies on brutal and morally outrageous strikes against civilians, symbolic 
persons, or physical objects to achieve a political effect.8 The weaker and more fanatical the 
political extremists, the greater their inclination to adopt the most outrageous forms of 
terrorism as their preferred means of warfare. Their ruthless calculus is to instigate such 
massive retaliation by the stronger party that they themselves will gain increasing support and 
even legitimacy. To paraphrase Clausewitz, terrorism is politics by other means. 
 
 Accordingly, coping with terrorism requires a deliberate campaign not only to eliminate 
terrorists as such but to identify them and then to address (in whatever fashion may be 
appropriate) the political impulses that underlie their actions. To assert that is neither to excuse 
terrorism nor to urge its propitiation. Almost all terrorist activity originates from a political 
conflict and has been spawned as well as sustained by it. That applies to the Irish Republican 
Army (IRA) in Northern Ireland, the Basques in Spain, the Palestinians in the West Bank and 
Gaza, the Chechens in Russia, and to all other groups.9 While new for America, terrorism is not 
a novelty elsewhere. It was widespread in Europe and Tsarist Russia from the middle of the 
nineteenth century to approximately the beginning of World War I. It involved thousands of 
violent attacks, including high level assassinations and the dynamiting of buildings. Perhaps as 
many as 7,000 officials and policemen were its victims in Russia alone, including even the Tsar. 
Elsewhere, its most spectacular manifestation, the assassination of Austro-Hungarian archduke 
Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo, sparked World War I.  
 

In more recent times, the British have been victimized by IRA terrorism over several 
decades, and civilian losses from IRA bombings in Britain number in the hundreds, including 
even senior members of the royal family. Top officials have been assassinated in recent years in 
several European states—notably in Spain, Italy, and Germany—and other examples could be 
cited at length.10 Both left-wing and right-wing terrorists have been active in Latin America, 
generating casualties in the tens of thousands. 

 
Terrorism rooted in ethnic, national, or religious resentments is the most enduring and 

the least susceptible to simple extirpation. Generally speaking, terrorism derived from social 
grievances, even if ideologically reinforced by a dogma such as radical Marxism, tends to fade if 
the societies in question fail to embrace the terrorists’ cause. Social isolation eventually 
demoralizes some of the terrorists and exposes others to capture. Terrorism based more 
specifically on the support of an alienated and geographically remote social class, such as the 
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peasantry, has shown greater endurance (as the experiences of China and Latin America 
demonstrate), particularly if backed by a guerrilla movement. But terrorism derived from 
shared ethnicity backed by historic myths and fired by religious zeal has proven to be the most 
resistant of all to simple physical suppression. 
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 The three main strategic conclusions drawn from the definition of terrorism as the 
central threat to American security—that “he who is not with us is against us,” that military 
preemption and prevention are equally justifiable and can be conflated into a single 
interchangeable proposition, and that enduring alliances may be supplanted by ad hoc 
coalitions—have prompted widespread concerns abroad. The first is viewed as dangerously 
polarizing, the second as inviting strategic unpredictability, and the third as politically 
unsettling. Cumulatively, they have contributed to the image of America as an increasingly 
arbitrary superpower.  
 

An experienced European observer, comparing contemporary America to ancient Rome, 
noted perceptively that “World powers without rivals are a class unto themselves. They do not 
accept anyone as equal, and are quick to call loyal followers friends, or amicus populi Romani. 
They no longer know any foes, just rebels, terrorists, and rogue states. They no longer fight, 
merely punish. They no longer wage wars but merely create peace. They are honestly outraged 
when vassals fail to act like vassals.”2 (One is tempted to add, they do not invade other 
countries, they only liberate.) The author wrote before 9/11, but his comment strikingly 
captured the attitude some U.S. policymakers displayed during the UN debates surrounding the 
2003 decision to go to war against Iraq.  

The alternative approach to defining America’s central strategic challenge is to focus 
more broadly on global turmoil in its several regional and social manifestations—of which 
terrorism is a genuinely menacing symptom—in order to lead an enduring and enlarging 
alliance of like-minded democracies in a comprehensive campaign against the conditions that 
precipitate that turmoil. To this end, the magnetic success of America’s democracy and its 
outward projection through a humane definition of globalization would reinforce the 
effectiveness and legitimacy of America’s power and enhance U.S. ability to overcome—
together with others—both the consequences and the causes of global turmoil.  

Global turmoil manifests itself in a variety of ways. It is intensified, though not entirely 
caused, by persistent mass poverty and social injustice. In some regions, it involves ethnic 
oppression; in others, tribal conflicts; elsewhere, religious fundamentalism. It is expressed 
through bursts of violence as well as pervasive disorder throughout the southern rim of Eurasia, 
the Middle East, much of Africa, and some portions of Latin America. It generates hate and 
envy of the dominant and prosperous and is likely to become more sophisticated in its lethality, 
especially with the proliferation of WMD. Some of that violence is much more indiscriminate 
than terrorism in its victims, with tens of thousands killed every year, hundreds of thousands 
maimed, and millions afflicted by primitive combat. 

Recognition of global turmoil as the basic challenge of our time requires confronting 
complexity. That is the weakness of the issue insofar as the American political scene is 
concerned. It does not lend itself to sloganeering or rouse the American people as viscerally as 
terrorism. It is more difficult to personalize without a demonic figure like Osama bin Laden. Nor 
is it congenial to self-gratifying proclamations of an epic confrontation between good and evil 
on the model of the titanic struggles with Nazism and Communism. Yet not to focus on global 
turmoil is to ignore a central reality of our times: the massive worldwide political awakening of 
mankind and its intensifying awareness of intolerable disparities in the human condition.  
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The key issue for the future is whether that awakening will be seized and exploited by 
hate-mongering anti-American demagogues, or whether a compelling vision of a global 
community of shared interest will come to be identified with America’s global role. To be sure, 
as with the narrower focus on terrorism, an effective response to global turmoil requires major 
reliance on American power as the essential prerequisite to global stability. But it also calls for a 
long-haul commitment, derived from a sense of moral justice as well as from America’s own 
national interest, to progressively transform America’s prevailing power into a co-optive 
hegemony—one in which  

 
 
 
 

 


















